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With the integration of Renewable Energy Resources (RERs), the Day-Ahead (DA) scheduling for the optimal operation of the
integrated Isolated Microgrids (IMGs) may not be economically optimal in real time due to the prediction errors of multiple
uncertainty sources. To compensate for prediction error, this paper proposes a Robust Model Predictive Control (RMPC) based
on an interval prediction approach to optimize the real-time operation of the IMGs, which diminishes the inﬂuence from
prediction error. The rolling optimization model in RMPC is formulated into the robust model to schedule operation with the
consideration of the price of robustness. In addition, an Online Learning (OL) method for interval prediction is utilized in RMPC
to predict the future information of the uncertainties of RERs and load, thereby limiting the uncertainty. A case study demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of the proposed with the better matching between demand and supply compared with the traditional
Model Predictive Control (MPC) method and Hard Charging (HC) method.

1. Introduction
As smart parts of the future power grid, the microgrid is an
active distribution system integrated with Distributed
Generators (DGs), Energy Storage Systems (ESS), controllable loads, and other electric components [1]. It can
operate in either grid-connected mode or islanded mode
and the energy schedule can be addressed by an energy
management system (EMS). Besides, with the increasing
penetration of Renewable Energy Resources (RERs),
microgrids have developed the ability to conﬁrm power
supply prosperity and enhance energy eﬃciency. However,
the uncertainty of RERs also brings great challenges to EMS
for Islanded Microgrids (IMGs) to balance the demand and
supply without the violation of the operating constraints.
Additionally, there are usually larger prediction errors in
RERs compared to the rest of the uncertainties causing a
large impact on energy management [2]. Therefore, this
paper focuses on the energy management in IMGs to reduce the operation cost with the consideration of the

uncertainties in power generation of RERs and the demand
level of the user loads.
Energy management takes into account strategic decisions related to the status and the generated power of DGs
and operation decisions regarding the charging/discharging
of ESS, the ratio of load shedding on the cutting load, and the
power ﬂow through the transmission to meet electricity
demands at an acceptable economic cost [3]. However, this
problem has become more complex under combined demand and supply uncertainty. In the literature, several
previous studies have incorporated various uncertainties in
the energy management problem, aiming to optimize the
economic cost and the environmental cost. Wang et al. [4]
established a multiobjective operation optimization model
taking the economic beneﬁts and comprehensive energy
eﬃciency as the objective function based on a novel demand
response mechanism. Ji et al. [5] proposed a mixed-integer
linear programming optimization model with the aim of
minimum total annualized cost for a stand-alone hybrid
energy system with PV and biomass-CHP. Lorestani et al.
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[6] introduced a rule-based energy management system to
administrate the stand-alone multicarrier microgrid operation and maximize RERs utilization. Peláez-Peláez et al. [7]
proposed a techno-economic assessment for a hybrid
combined generation system based on renewable storage
technologies. Maulik and Das [8] presented a method for
determining optimal droop settings of dispatchable distributed generation units in an IMG aiming at minimizing
the operational cost and the emission with the consideration
of the uncertainties of load and renewable generation
forecasting. Wang et al. [9] provided a novel microgrid
planning methodology to decide optimal locations, sizes,
and mix of dispatchable and intermittent DGs to reduce the
long-term costs.
During the past decades, Model Predictive Control
(MPC) has been well developed for power system and power
plant control due to the advantage of systematic handling of
the uncertainties of the RERs in a forward-looking way when
optimizing the hourly schedule [10, 11]. Parisio et al. [12]
presented a study on applying an MPC approach to an
experimental microgrid located in Athens, Greece, to assess
the performance of the online optimization-based control
strategy. Turk et al. [13] proposed an MPC-based real-time
scheduling strategy to optimize the real-time operation of
the integrated energy system based on the measured state of
the system and future information of uncertainties. Ye et al.
[14] presented a novel Hierarchical Model Control (HMPC)
strategy based on dynamic active power dispatch to improve
wind power schedule and increase wind power accommodation, including intraday dispatch, real-time dispatch,
cluster optimization, and wind farm modulation layer. Yin
and Su [15] provided a multistep depth Model Predictive
Control algorithm based on maximum power point tracking
techniques to increase the PV power generation eﬃciency by
combining deep neural networks and Model Predictive
Control. Hu et al. [16] proposed a sophisticated control
algorithm consisting of a Model Predictive Voltage Control
(MPVC) and a Model Predictive Power Control (MPPC) for
the interlinking converter to control the battery energy
storage (BES) to smooth the PV output. Shi et al. [17] developed a novel Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers- (ADMM-) based distributed MPC algorithm for the
online scheduling problem of the joint coordination of
demand response and AC optimal power ﬂow with curtailment of RERs to save the cost and manage the ﬂuctuation
of the overall power load.
Similar to [13, 14], the optimal operation planning of the
IMGs is tackled with the consideration of the uncertainty of
RERs and load demand by the MPC method. Moreover, we
make the following three improvements: with respect to the
model, we formulate the energy management of IMGs
problem into a robust model with the deﬁnition of the price
of robustness, which releases the impact from the uncertainty [18]. For the method, we develop a Robust Model
Prediction Control (RMPC) approach based on interval
prediction to generate optimal solutions aiming at achieving
higher ﬂexibility and economic eﬃciency. Besides, an Online
Learning (OL) method is applicable for more accurate
predicted results in interval prediction.
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The main contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:
(i) With the consideration of uncertainties of RERs and
load demand, this paper proposes an RMPC method
for the energy management of IMGs based on interval prediction to reduce operational costs and
improve the utilization of RERs. The price of robustness is implemented to present the preference
of the planner about the risk of power shortage.
(ii) Multiple uncertainty sources are taken into account
for the real-time (RT) scheduling of the IMGs,
including the load demand and the outputs of RERs.
The OL application combined with RMPC is used to
provide time-eﬃcient and accurate interval predictions one step ahead for the RMPC to reduce
future forecast error.
(iii) Case studies are implemented to investigate the
eﬀectiveness of the RMPC method based on the
interval prediction for management under uncertainties. The performance of the proposed method is
compared with the conventional MPC method and
Hard Charging (HC) strategy approach for the
power system. Moreover, the economic eﬃciency of
the prediction horizon length of the RMPC is also
discussed in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the formulation of the energy management model
of IMGs and the uncertain set of RERs and load demand for
the proposed problem. In Section 3, an overview of the
traditional MPC for real-time scheduling and the framework
of RMPC based on interval prediction are given. Numerical
experiments are implemented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future research are given in Section 5.

2. Problem Formulation and the
Proposed Model
In this section, the mathematical formulation and the
proposed optimization of the isolated MG for a Day-Ahead
(DA) time horizon planning are presented. The IMGs system
consists of controllable loads, ESS, DGs, and RERs, such as
wind turbines and photovoltaic (PV) arrays.
2.1. Mathematical Formulation. The RMPC-based energy
management aims to ﬁnd an optimal solution depending on
the updated measured state and future interval predictions
in the speciﬁed prediction horizon. The objective is conducted by equation (1) for minimizing the operation cost
including the DG costs, the ESS costs, and the penalty of load
shedding. The DG costs consist of the ﬁxed cost of starting
up/shutting down and maintaining a potential DG unit (the
ﬁrst and the second term in the corresponding equation (3))
and the variable cost of DGs operating depending on the
power output under each period (the third term). The ESS
costs include the cost of maintaining ESS according to the
charging/discharging power transmitted in the IMG. The
penalty of load shedding is accounted for in the third part in
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equations (1) and (7). It should be mentioned that the load
demand of the critical facilities must be satisﬁed so it is
feasible to cut the proportional energy supply to meet the
need of the critical loads. The mathematical formulation of
RMPC for energy management is introduced as follows:

up

up

χ DG,n (t) ≥ cDG δDG,n (t) − δDG,n (t − 1),

(12)

down
χ down
DG,n (t) ≥ cDG δ DG,n (t − 1) − δDG,n (t),

(13)

up

χ DG,n (t) ≥ 0,

k+Hp − 1

Ctotal � min  Cbess (t) + CDG (t) + Ccur (t),

χ down
DG,n (t) ≥ 0.

(1)

(14)

t�k

Cbess (t) � 2zbess (t) − Pbess (t)OMbess Δt,

(2)

f

(3)

CUD
DG (t) �  χ DG,n (t) + χ DG,n (t),

(4)

OM
CDG (t) � CUD
DG (t) + CDG (t) + CDG (t),
N

up

down

n�1

max
Pmin
b ≤ Pec (t) − Ped (t) ≤ Pb ,

(15)

max
Emin
b ≤ Eb (t) ≤ Eb ,

(16)

(6)

Eb k + Hp − 1 � Eb (0),

(17)

(7)

⎝1⎠
⎞ Pec (t) − Ped (t)Δt+
Eb (t) � Eb (t − 1) + ⎛
ηdb

N

COM
DG (t)

�  OMDG δDG,n (t)Δt,

(5)

n�1

f

Constraints (8)–(14) are the constraints for the planner
to determine the optimal scheme on the status of the DGs in
each period. Constraints equations (8) and (9) denote the
limits of the power ramp rate and the output of the DGs,
respectively. Constraints (10) and (11) limit the shortest
duration for which a DG must remain in either the on or oﬀ
state. Constraints (12)–(14) are the detailed calculation
method for the start-up/shut-down cost.

N

CDG (t) �  a · PDG,n (t) + bΔt,
n�1
I

Ccur (t) �  αcur,i (t)βcur,i (t)Pcur,i (t)Δt.
i�1

The ﬁrst objective function Ctotal , deﬁned by equation (1),
is formulated to minimize the total cost of the system’s
operation. According to equation (2), the cost of the ESS is
mainly about the maintenance cost of the ESS due to frequent charge/discharge power. Equations (4)–(6) represent
the calculation of the opening costs of the DGs CUD
DG (i), the
maintenance cost of the DGs COM
(i),
and
the
operating
cost
DG
f
of the DGs CDG (i), respectively. The penalty of load shedding, described by equation (2), represents the amount of
load shedding βcur,i (t)Pcri,i (t) incurred by the unsatisﬁed
power demand in the cutting load in each period.
It should be mentioned that K represents the whole
scheduling period and k is deﬁned as the current period of
the scheduling procedure, while t is the index for time step in
a prediction horizon and Hp is the length of a prediction
horizon. The optimization problem is solved for each time
step with the consideration of all constraints. It should be
also noted that ∀t ∈ [k, k + Hp − 1], ∀k ∈ K. The explanations of operation constraints are presented as follows:
δDG,n (t)Pmin
DG

≤ PDG,n (t) ≤ δDG,n (t)Pmax
DG ,

− ΔPDG Δt ≤ PDG,n (t) − PDG,n (t − 1) ≤ ΔPDG Δt,
δDG,n (t) − δDG,n (t − 1) ≤ δDG,n τ 1 ,
τ 1 � t + 1, . . . , mint + Tup − 1, k + Hp − 1,
δdg,n (t − 1) − δdg,n (t) ≤ 1 − δDG,n τ 2 ,
τ 2 � t + 1, . . . , mint + Tdown − 1, k + Hp − 1,

⎝ηc
⎛
b

−

1⎞
⎠

ηdb

(18)

Pec (t) − Ped (t)δb (t)Δt − εb Δt.

Constraints (15)–(20) correspond to the action of the
planner on charging or discharging power of ESS. Constraints (15)–(16) impose the limit of charging/discharging
power and the storage capacity, respectively. Equations (17)
and (18) present the energy transition process of the ESS,
where ηcb and ηdb are deﬁned to distinguish the diﬀerent
charging and discharging eﬃciencies of the ESS. Because of
the binary property of δb (t), the nonlinear equation (18) can
be linearized as the equalities below using the big-M
method, in which an auxiliary variable zb (t) and extra
constraints (19)–(25) are introduced to replace
(Pec (t) − Ped (t))δb (t).
min
− δb (t)Pmin
b ≤ Pec (t) − Ped (t) − Pb ,

Pec (t) − Ped (t) + σ ≤ Pmax
+ σ δb (t),
b

(19)
(20)

(8)
(9)

⎝1⎞
⎠ P (t) − P (t)Δt
Eb (t) � Eb (t − 1) + ⎛
ec
ed
ηdb

(10)

⎝ηc − 1 ⎠
⎞zb (t)Δt − εb Δt,
+⎛
b
ηdb

(11)

(21)

zb (t) ≤ Pmax
b δb (t),

(22)

zb (t) ≥ Pmin
b δb (t),

(23)
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zb (t) ≤ Pec (t) − Ped (t) − Pmin
1 − δb (t),
b

(24)

1 − δb (t).
zb (t) ≥ Pec (t) − Ped (t) − Pmax
b

(25)

Equation (26) preserves the power input-output balance
on each node, which ensures that each node remains as
energy supply during each period. Constraint (27) presents
the limit on the proportion of load shedding.
I

2.2. Presentation of the Uncertainty Set. In this section, we
present the uncertainty sets of the RERs and the load demand, where the RERs include wind turbines and PV
generators.
In RO theory, all possible uncertain events are classiﬁed
into a deterministic set W in advance, and the optimal
solution inhibits the possible adverse eﬀects of each element
in set W. To guarantee the robustness of the model, the
uncertainty sets in this paper are proposed as follows:

Pec (t) + 1 − βcur,i (t)Pcur,i (t)
i

(26)

N

� PDG,n (t) + Ped (t) + Psolar (t) + Pwind (t),
n
max
βmin
cur ≤ βcur,i (t) ≤ βcur .

(27)

W(t) � wj (t)|wej (t) − whj (t) ≤ wj (t) ≤
wej (t) + whj (t), ∀t ∈ k, k + Hp − 1,
where wej (t) represents the expected value of the j-th uncertain parameter in period t and whj (t) represents the
deviation of the j-th uncertain parameter in period t.
Generally, wej (t) can be gained through a statistical analysis
of historical data, while whj (t) can be generated from online
method for prediction.
It is worth mentioning that all elements in W are independent random variables with the same distribution
form but without the information of the distribution.
According to the Central Limit Theorem, the uncertain set is
transformed into the below formulation based on the theory
in [18].


⎪
⎪
⎧
wj (t) − wej (t) ⎫
⎨
⎬
W(t) � ⎪wj (t)| 
≤
Γ
,
(29)
⎪
h
⎩
⎭
w (t)
j
j

where Γ is deﬁned as the price of robustness with the
limitation in [0, J]. J represents the number of uncertain
variables. It can be speciﬁc to conclude that the deviation
between the real data and the predicted data will disappear
when Γ � 0, meaning that the proposed problem changes
into a deterministic problem. On the contrary, the system is
deemed to be in the worst situation when Γ � J resulted in a
conservative solution generating from the proposed model.

3. The Framework of RMPC Based on
Interval Prediction
3.1. Structure of Traditional MPC for Energy Management.
Model Predictive Control is a novel control method that
converts an inﬁnite long open-loop optimization into a
limited long closed-loop optimization at each sample time,
using the retreated horizon strategy and considering the
dynamic performance of the system, the control objectives,

(28)
j ∈ {solar, wind, cur},

and the constraints [19]. By solving a closed-loop optimal
control problem, MPC can reduce the deviation between the
future output and reference trajectory [20]. In terms of the
energy management of IMGs, this means that, at the current
point in time, optimal scheduling for 24 hours is generated
based on the predictions of the upcoming demand and
production from renewable energy units. Some researchers
have applied MPC in optimal energy management of power
systems and have obtained promising results [13–17].
The schematic overview of the traditional MPC is divided into four aspects as illustrated in Figure 1. The ﬁrst
aspect of the traditional MPC is the data forecasting of the
power system including the output of RERs and the demand
of load for a period of time. Generally, the OL method is used
to predict the future information of multiple uncertainty
sources. In the second aspect, the model of the EMS and
IMGs system constraints is formulated based on the system
state measurement. The third aspect is the process of optimization to minimize the total operating costs over a given
time horizon in the ﬁrst aspect. It should be mentioned that
implementation of the proposed optimization approach is
always based on the latest information and only the ﬁrst
interval scheduling is implemented. With the prescheduling
generated from the third aspect, the feedback correction
strategy is applied to adjust the output of the units to balance
the diﬀerence between the forecast values and the actual
values in the fourth aspect. The four aspects interact with
each other and are implemented sequentially. The process of
the closed-loop is repeated with the time step forward so that
control remains optimal and tolerates the uncertainty in RES
and load.
However, the prediction of the uncertainties in the
traditional MPC is usually point forecasting resulting in a
great deviation from the real data with the time horizon
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Prediction horizon Hp

∆t

Scheduling period
K

k

Figure 1: The traditional schematic overview of the traditional MPC.

moving forward. To ensure the stability and the reliability of
electric power supply under MPC strategy, the interval
prediction is proposed to obtain the boundaries of state
variables instead of point forecasting. Furthermore, the
optimization model is reformulated into a robust model
based on interval prediction to alleviate the interference of
the power output and the load demand. More details about
the RMPC strategy are illustrated in the following sections.
3.2. The RMPC Strategy Based on Interval Prediction.
Recently, a few studies have investigated RERs output and
load demand forecasting through interval prediction
[21, 22]. Interval prediction is a prediction of an interval in
which a real value in the future will drop, with a certain
probability called the conﬁdence level. In interval prediction,
interval arithmetic deals with the uncertain inputs that lie
within a certain interval and enables the direct computation
towards the bounds of state variables. With the upper and
lower bounds of uncertain parameters in power systems,
more information about the RERs and load demand can be
obtained for EMS to DA scheduling.
In interval prediction, the relationship between the input
variables and the output variables is presented as follows:
⎨ tj � yj + εj ,
⎧
⎩
yj � fxj ,

j � 1, 2, . . . , J,

(30)

where tj is the uncertainty variable and xj is the input
variable. yj is a theoretically perfect and unbiased regression.
εj is the error between tj and yj . In application, the perfect
regression is estimated from the corresponding regression
 i as follows:
model y
 i � yi − y
 i  + εi .
ti − y

(31)

Consequently, interval prediction is the estimation for
the error between the true value and the forecasting value

with Conﬁdence Interval (CI) and Prediction Interval (PI) in
 i and yi
quantifying the uncertainty of the error between y
 i , respectively.
and the error between ti and y
 i ] are independent so
Generally, the error εi and [yi − y
that the variance of the true value and the forecasting value is
formulated as follows:
σ 2i � σ2y + σ2ε ,
i
i

(32)

where σ2ε is the measurement of the variance of error and σ2y
i
i
is the measurement of the variance of error. Because the
errors of prediction follow a normal distribution with a
mean of zero, the true value is ﬂuctuant within the interval of
the forecasting value. Hence, the PI is formulated as follows:
�������
(33)
 i ± z1− (α/2) σ2y + σ2ε ,
PI � y
i
i
where (1 − α) × 100% is the conﬁdence level, which means
that the forecasting value has a (1 − α)% chance fall in the PI;
 i is the regression value of point forecasting.
y
In this paper, the OL method is used to predict the
future information of multiple uncertainty sources in the
RMPC based on interval prediction, including the output of
RERs and load demand. The Deep Belief Network (DBN) is
introduced as a basis of the OL method. Since the
implementation of the DBN method has been extensively
reported in the literature, a detailed solution process is
omitted in this manuscript for the sake of contribution
clariﬁcation. For more details, the interested reader is
referred to [23, 24].
Based on the theory of interval prediction, the robust
optimization (RO) method is proposed to address the
ﬂuctuation of uncertainties in traditional MPC. According
to the thesis in [18] and the uncertainty set presented in
(29), the constraint (26) is reformulated into the inequation
(34) and several constraints are added in the model as
follows:
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I
I
⎪
⎧
⎪
e
⎪
P
(t)
1
−
β
(t)
+
z
(t)Γ
(t)
+

pbalance 1,i (t) + zbalance 2 (t)Γbalance 2 (t)



⎪
balance 1
balance 1
cur,i
cur,i
⎪
⎪
⎨ i
i
⎪
3
I
N
⎪
⎪
e
e
e
⎪
⎪
p
(t)
≤
P
(t)
+
P
(t)
−

P
(t)
+
P
(t)
−
P
(t)
+

PDG,n (t),
+
⎪
balance
2,j
ed
ec
solar
wind
cur,i
⎩
j�1

n

i

− ybalance 1,i (t) ≤ 1 − βcur,i (t) ≤ ybalance 1,i (t),

i ∈ I,

zbalance 1 (t) + pbalance 1,i (t) ≥ Phcur,i (t)ybalance 1,i (t),

(35)
i ∈ I,

(37)

zbalance 2 (t) + pbalance 2,2 (t) ≥ Phwind (t),

(38)
(39)

i ∈ I,

pbalance 1,i (t) ≥ 0,

i ∈ I,

(40)

pbalance 2,j (t) ≥ 0,

j � 1, 2, 3,

(41)

zbalance 1 (t) ≥ 0,

(42)

zbalance 2 (t) ≥ 0,
where zbalance 1 (t), zbalance 2 (t), pbalance 1,i (t), pbalance 2,j (t), and
ybalance 1,i (t) are additional variables. Γbalance 1 (k) and
Γbalance 2 (t) indicate the degree of inﬂuence from uncertainty
and are within [0, I] and [0, 3], respectively. Constraints
(35)–(42) are additional constraints to illustrate the relationship between the auxiliary variables zbalance 1 (t),
zbalance 2 (t), pbalance 1,i (t), pbalance 2,j (t), and ybalance 1,i (t) and
the original variables Pcur,i (t), Psolar (t), and Pwind (t).
Due to the uncertainty variables in the objective function
(1), the objective function is reformulated into the
inequation as follows:
I
i

phcur,i (t) ≤ 0,
i

zcur (t) + pcur,i (t) ≥ αcur,i (t)Pecur,i (t)ycur,i (t)Δt,

i ∈ I,
(44)

zcur (t) ≥ 0,

i ∈ I,

minzgoal (k)

(48)

(8) − (25), (4) − (47), (27).

(43)

I

pcur,i (t) ≥ 0,

variables zcur (t), pcur,i (t), and ycur,i (t) and the original
variables Pcur,i (t) and βcur,i (t).
To sum up, the energy management of IMGs problem is
reformulated into the robust model as below based on the
method presented in [18]. To simplify the solution procedure, Γ is built to present the degree of robustness of the
model by normalizing. When Γ � 0, the problem is degenerate into the deterministic model. On the other hand,
Γ � 0 indicates that the solution generated from the model
will be the most conservative. Otherwise, Γ is within [0, 1].

s.t.

αcur,i (t)βcur,i (t)Phcur,i (t)Δt + Cbess (t) + CDG (t)

− ycur,i (t) ≤ βcur,i (t) ≤ ycur,i (t),

(36)

zbalance 2 (t) + pbalance 2,1 (t) ≥ Phsolar (t),

zbalance 2 (t) + pbalance 2,3 (t) ≥ Phcur,i (t),

− zgoal (t) + zcur (t)Γcur (t) +

(34)

i ∈ I,

(45)
(46)
(47)

where zcur (t), pcur,i (t), and ycur,i (t) are additional variables.
Γcur (t) quantiﬁes the eﬀect of uncertainty satisfying
Γcur (t) ∈ [0, I]. Constraints (44)–(47) are additional constraints to illustrate the relationship between the auxiliary

3.3. Solution Process. With the formulated model in Sections 2 and 3.2, the RMPC controller calculates an optimal
control measure sequentially for each step in the scheduling horizon. Once new measurements of the current
step and predictions of the scheduling horizon are
attained, a new optimization problem with updated states
is solved. In a prediction horizon, only the ﬁrst interval
scheduling is implemented. With such an optimization
approach, the total operational cost over the prediction
horizon is minimized.
To clarify the logic of the whole method, a ﬂowchart
about the implementation framework of the RMPC method
is shown below in this section. It is noted that the optimization problem can be solved by commercial mixed-integer programming solvers such as CPLEX and Gurobi
(Algorithm 1).
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while k < K do
Measure the current system state: the switching status of DGs δDG,n (k) and the capacity of storage Eb (k);
Read the updated historical data, apply OL method, and forecast future interval based on the new updated values;
Optimize RO model from section for time step k for entire prediction horizon Hp to obtain DA scheduling;
Implement the ﬁrst interval scheduling plan;
Receiving real-time data of RERs and load demand, optimize energy management model in the second section for real-time (RT)
scheduling;
(6) Implement new control actions;
end while
return a series of DA scheduling δDG,n , Eb (k), and RT scheduling PDG,n , Pec , Ped , δb and βcur,i .
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

ALGORITHM 1: Framework of the RMPC method.

4. Case Studies
4.1. Experiment Settings. All simulation tests are coded in
IBM ILOG CPLEX V12.80 and run on a 64-bit Windows
PC with four Intel Core i7-8550U CPU at 1.80 GHz and
16.0 GB of RAM. The whole day is divided into 24 successive periods by the hour. The case studies are carried out
on the IMG system with 4 DGs, 1 storage, and several
routers as shown in Figure 2. The four DGs have the same
parameters and property. The data on the output of RERs
and the load demand of the critical load and cutting load
are retrieved from the Global Energy Forecasting Competition 2014 and as shown in Figure 3, where each predicted uncertainty interval is set to 0%, 2.5%, and 5.0% of
the nominal value. The cutting rate of load shedding βcur,i is
limited in [0, 0.3]. The other experimental parameters are
listed in Tables 1 and 2.
According to these case studies, the proposed model is
compared with the traditional MPC approach and the Hard
Charging (HC) method to evaluate its superiority. Besides, a
sensitivity analysis about the parameters of the RMPC
method is conducted to explore the most appropriate setting
for IMGs. In the following, the length of a prediction horizon
Hp is set as 10 unless otherwise stated.

RERs

Router
Load

DGs

ESS
Power ﬂow
Information ﬂow

Figure 2: Islanded microgrid test system.

800
700
600
Power (kW)

4.2. Performance of the RO Model. To investigate the performance of the RO model based on interval prediction in
the MPC method, in this section, we compared the output of
DGs, the states of the ESS, and the operation cost under the
scheduling horizon in the RMPC method and the traditional
MPC method. In terms of energy management, Δt is set for
1 hour. The comparison results are reported in Figures 4–7.
The “Width of Interval (WI)” in Figure 4 presents the
error range of prediction. For instance, the WI2 � 2.50%
means
the
forecasting
value
x
is
within
[x − 0.025x, x + 0.025x]. It should be mentioned that if
WI � 0, the uncertain problem is transformed into a deterministic problem. Meanwhile, Γ � 0 indicates that the
solution generated from the RMPC method is equal to the
traditional MPC method. The change tendency of operation
cost with Γ increases is described in Figure 4. We can observe
that the change of cost calculated from the RMPC method
ﬁrstly decreases and then decreases as Γ becomes bigger.
Compared with the traditional MPC method, when

500
400
300
200
100
0

5

10

15

20

Time (h)
Wind
Solar
Load

Figure 3: Fluctuation ranges of uncertain parameters with uncertainty interval set to 2.5%.
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Table 1: Operating parameters of the DGs.

Pmax
DG /(kW)

Pmin
DG (kW)

ΔPDG (kW)

Tup (h)

Tdown (h)

a

b

cdg

up

cdown
dg

OMdg

150

150

2

2

0.000469

0.496

3.10

3.36

0.9

180

Table 2: Parameter settings of the ESS.
Emax
b /(kW)

Emin
b (kW)

Pmax
b (kW)

Pmin
b (kW)

etacb

etadb

εb

OMb

40

400

− 400

95%

95%

0.02

0.05

800

2650
2600

Cost ($)

2550
2500
2450
2400
2350

0

0.125

0.250
Γ

0.375

0.500

WI1
WI2
WI3

0

5

10
15
Time (h)

Γ=0
Γ = 0.125
Γ = 0.250

20

Γ = 0.375
Γ = 0.500

0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

Power (kW)

0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

Power (kW)

Power (kW)

Figure 4: Comparison of the operation cost between RMPC method and traditional MPC.
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(c)

Figure 5: Comparison of the load shedding between the RMPC method and the traditional MPC. (a) WI1 � 0.0. (b) WI2 � 2.5%.
(c) WI3 � 5.0%.

Γ ≤ 0.250, the expense is cheaper; otherwise, the payment
becomes even greater when Γ > 0.500. With the operation of
load shedding, DGs and ESS presented in Figures 5–7; it can
be explained by the fact that as Γ increases, the decision-

makers become more conservative so that more measures
are implemented to deal with a shortage of energy with the
consideration of extreme instability. Besides, the operation cost is increased as the WI becomes greater. The
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Figure 6: Comparison of the output of DGs between the RMPC method and the traditional MPC. (a) WI1 � 0.0. (b) WI2 � 2.5%.
(c) WI3 � 5.0%.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the discharging of ESS between the RMPC method and the traditional MPC. (a) WI1 � 0.0%. (b) WI2 � 2.5%.
(c) WI3 � 5.0%.

reason is that the decision-makers should take several
measures to compensate for the interference from the
growth error of prediction such as extended boot time of
DGs, raising DGs output, and continuous discharge from
ESS. Nevertheless, such a method can reduce about
10.37% of the cost. Such observation conﬁrms the challenge and the importance of selecting proper Γ of RMPC
to eﬀectively mitigate the impact from uncertainty with
less operation cost.
4.3. Performance of the RMPC Method Based on Interval
Prediction. In this section, we evaluate the performance of
the RMPC method on reducing the operation cost of energy
management comparing with the HC method. HC method is
a mature approach for energy management and DA
scheduling applying in the industrial circle. The solution
process is presented in Figure 8. It will be instructive to

review the objective function of the model and the operation
of DA scheduling, that is, the operation cost of DGs obtained
from the two methods before analyzing the advantages. The
results are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
To obtain a robust scheduling plan, the gama in RMPC is
set as 0.5 and the WI is set as 5% to generate the most
conservative solution. As presented in Figure 9, the operation cost most of the time in the RMPC method is less than
the HC method. The whole cost in the scheduling horizon of
RMPC is 2621.08 $, which is reduced to 16.61% compare
with the HC method. To illustrate the drastic diﬀerences
between these two approaches, we presented the histogram
of the output of DGs in Figure 11 and the line chart of
charging/discharging of ESS in Figure 10. It can be seen that
the power generated from DGs and discharging power in the
RMPC method is less than the HC method in the mass
except at a certain time. However, the operation in RMPC is
still sometimes spending more than the HC method in the
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Start

Set t =1

t > 8760

YES

End

NO
Calculate P1,P2
Calculate the number of DGs m, the opening DGs
in the last time n, the DGs dissatisfying the limit
of opening time in the current time n1
Calculate P3 and P4
(if the SOC of ESS has been the upper
bound, P3 = 0;
if the SOC of ESS has been the lower
bound, P4 = 0)
NO

Turn oﬀ the
DGs satisfying
the lower bound
of operation
time

n1×P5 ≤ P2 + P3
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Turn oﬀ a DG
n = n –1
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Turn on a DG
n – n +1
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Ep (t)

ESS discharges and DGs
generate power to satisfy
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Figure 8: The solution procedure of the HC method.
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Figure 9: Comparison of operation cost between RMPC and HC method.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the discharging of ESS between RMPC and HC method.

whole scheduling horizon such as at 9:00, 13:00, and 20:00 in
Figure 10. This is because the RMPC is more conservative
than the HC method every time so that even the prediction is
precise, the output of DGs and the discharging power are
still overﬂowing to avoid an energy supply shortage. The
reason why the RMPC method is economical is that the
setting of operation in the HC method is based on the
experience of a decision-maker without an optimal solution
from the mathematical model. Furthermore, the

information in interval prediction would not be of good use
in the HC method as the processing of the HC method
presented in Figure 8. Given the fact that the RMPC method
is more ﬂexible than the HC method, we can conclude that
by modeling and implementing the RMPC method based on
interval prediction as an energy management approach, we
can derive a cost-eﬀective DA and RT scheduling that signiﬁcantly outperforms those obtained from the traditional
method.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the output of DGs between RMPC and HC method.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper investigates the energy management problem in
DA scheduling and RT scheduling for IMG. An RMPC
method based on interval prediction is proposed to address
uncertainties in information such as the generation of RERs
and load demand to increase ﬂexibility. The price of robustness is formulated to quantify the ﬂuctuation of uncertainties. The OL method is utilized to predict future
information for interval prediction of the system in the
decision-making process. The length of the prediction horizon is selected according to the calculation burden, operational cost, and wind power curtailment. The proposed
model is applied to the modiﬁed test system. The results
demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed model and
method, showing the improvement of the control accuracy
for the electricity supply network under uncertain conditions. In particular, a performance comparison among the
RMPC, the traditional MPC, and the HC method is
implemented, and sensitivity analysis of Γ is performed as
well. In the future, associated failures in DGs or transmission
lines will be investigated when designing reliable energy
management planning. Besides, application-related research
of RO, such as distributionally robust optimization method,
will be conducted in the ﬁeld of MPC method for energy
management. And the solution algorithm will be further
improved to promote computational eﬃciency in
prediction.

Nomenclature
Indices and sets
K, k: The total number of time steps in the scheduling
horizon the current time step of the scheduling
horizon

N, n: Set of Distributed Generators and their indexes
I, i: Set of cutting loads and load index.
Parameters
Δt:
ΔPDG :
max
Pmin
DG /PDG :
up
down
cDG /cDG :
Tup /Tdown :
OMDG :
a, b:
max
Pmin
b /Pb :
max
Emin
b /Eb :
max
βmin
cur /βcur :

αcur,i :
OMb :
ηcb /ηdb :
εb :
Hp :

Length of each period
Maximum power ramp rate of Distributed
Generators (DGs)
Minimum and maximum power of DGs
Switching cost coeﬃcients of DGs
Minimum up and downtime of DGs
Maintenance cost of DGs
Fuel cost coeﬃcients of DGs
Minimum and maximum charging/discharging
power levels of the Energy Storage System (ESS)
Minimum and maximum capacity limit of the
ESS
Minimum and maximum cutting rate of the
shedding load i
The penalty price of load shedding
Maintenance cost of the ESS
Charging and discharging eﬃciency coeﬃcients
of the ESS
Self-discharge power of the ESS
The length of time window.

Uncertainty sets
Psolar : Actual solar power levels
Pesolar : Expected value of the forecast solar power levels
Phsolar : Deviations from the expected value of the forecast
solar power levels
Psolar : Actual solar power levels
Pesolar : Expected value of the forecast solar power levels
Phsolar : Deviations from the expected value of the forecast
solar power levels
Pwind : Actual wind power levels
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Pewind : Expected value of the forecast wind power levels
Phwind : Deviations from the expected value of the forecast
wind power levels
Pcur,i : Actual load demand of the cutting load i
Pecur,i : Expected values of the forecast load demand of the
cutting load i
Phcur,i : Deviations from the expected value of the forecast
load demand of the cutting load i.
Variables
δDG,n :
PDG,n :
up
χ DG,n :
χ down
DG,n :
Pec :
Ped :
δb :
Eb :
zb :
βcur,i :

On/oﬀ status of DGs n
Output power of DGs n
Switching on costs of DGs n
Switching oﬀ costs of DGs n
Charging power levels of the ESS
Discharging power levels of the ESS
Status of the ESS
Capacity of the ESS
Extra instrumental variable for the ESS
Cutting rate of the shedding load i.
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